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Abstract

Recommendation algorithms play an increasingly central role in our information ecosystem. Yet, so
far, they are mostly designed, parameterized and updated unilaterally by private groups or governmental
authorities, based on insecure data from increasingly many fake accounts. In this paper, we present an
end-to-end permissionless collaborative algorithmic governance pipeline with security guarantees, which
is deployed on the open-source platform https://tournesol.app. Our pipeline has essentially four
steps. First, voting rights are assigned to the contributors, based on Sybil-resilient email domains and on a
novel secure trust propagation algorithm. Second, a generalized Bradley-Terry model turns contributors’
pairwise alternative comparisons into scores. Third, contributors’ scores are collaboratively scaled, by an
adaptation of the robust sparse voting solution Mehestan. Finally, scaled scores are post-processed and
securely aggregated into human-readable global scores, which are used for recommendation and display.
We believe that our pipeline lays an appealing foundation for any collaborative, effective, scalable, fair,
interpretable and secure algorithmic governance.

1 Introduction

In today’s digital information war Chesney and Citron (2019); Seib (2021), large-scale algorithms play a
de facto major political role Woolley (2020); Gray (2021); Hoang et al. (2021b); Garon (2022). Whenever
a search engine is given queries like “climate hoax”, “vaccination” or “Ukraine invasion”, it must return a
ranking, which will inevitably prioritize some views over others. Similarly, chatbots can be asked to dis-
cuss these topics, for which “neutrality” may endanger lives and may thus be unsatisfactory. Perhaps most
importantly, every day, social medias’ recommendation algorithms are making billions of content recommen-
dations. Even if a mere 0.1% of the recommendations discuss such important and hotly debated topics,
this still represents millions of daily decisions with potential national security implications. In fact, given
the central role played by these algorithms in the information market, not recommending some content can
amount to silencing their discussion topics, thereby making them mute news Hoang (2020). This can itself
be regarded as a disputable political stance, especially when urgent action is required, e.g. regarding human
rights abuses, climate change or pandemic control Oreskes and Conway (2010); King et al. (2017).

Unfortunately, building information systems that appropriately prioritize information (and its societal
implications) is arguably under-researched, and currently lacks satisfactory solutions. As a result, perhaps
unsurprisingly, today’s algorithms are mostly designed, managed and governed in a relatively unilateral and
opaque manner. As exposed by the Facebook Files Hagey and Horwitz (2023), while these algorithms shape
narratives and public and geopolitical attention, they are benefiting from an alarming lack of accountability.
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Figure 1: Tournesol’s browser extension provides community-based recommendations on users’ YouTube
home page. How should these recommendations be made?

For instance, it is only recently that TikTok employees have been known to use a “heating button” Baker-
White (2023), which allows them to make any content viral, and which has been determining 1 to 2% of all
TikTok recommendations for years. This represents billions of views per day.

Problem formulation. The collaborative algorithmic governance problem we tackle consists of defining
a function f that transforms the inputs (D1, . . . ,DN ) from any number N of created accounts, where Dn

is the data injected by account n, into a a scoring ρ ∈ RA of a set [A] ≜ {1, . . . , A} of alternatives. The
challenge is to make f well-behaved.

The system is called permissionless if anyone can create an account. Evidently, this raises security risks,
which we address with Lipschitz resilience Allouah et al. (2022). Namely, we aim to guarantee that, by
injecting data Dn (possibly through multiple accounts), any human can only have a bounded impact on the
output ρ. Many online platforms with a collaborative scoring system fall under our framework.

Contributions. The main contribution of this paper is to introduce an end-to-end pipeline for permis-
sionless secure collaborative algorithmic governance, in the context of content recommendation. Building
upon social choice theory Brandt et al. (2016); Balinski and Laraki (2011), our pipeline scores alternatives
by aggregating what different contributors would prefer to recommend widely, if they were to play the role
of a recommendation algorithm.

Classical solutions did not always meet the needs of our pipeline. Our secondary contribution is to fill
missing gaps, by introducing LipschiTrust for secure trust propagation over a directed social network,
generalizing Lipschitz-resilient primitives Allouah et al. (2022) to securely estimate different statistics given
varying amounts of uncertainties in the data, and proving their security guarantees.

Our pipeline was deployed on Tournesol Hoang et al. (2021a). By August 2023, Tournesol collected
over 137,000 comparative judgments made by over 7,000 contributors on over 27,000 videos, with over
2,000 new comparisons per week. The recommendations are made to over 7,000 users, on the website and
on YouTube.com through the Firefox and Chrome extensions. All the required processing is currently
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Figure 2: This figure describes the data processing pipeline of Tournesol to securely turn our contributors’
inputs into the scores assigned to alternatives that are publicly displayed and used for recommendation.
Green boxes correspond to data publicly available on Tournesol, while red and black boxes are kept hidden.
The purple boxes contain both public and private data.

performed on a modest server with 4 CPU cores and no GPU, limiting what can be done algorithmically.

Related work. Tournesol responds to the increasing concerns about the disastrous consequences of social
media, in terms of disinformation Woolley (2020); Piazza (2022), radicalization Ribeiro et al. (2020); Bastug
et al. (2020); Zadrozny (2021) and mental health Gao et al. (2020); Wells et al. (2021); Saha et al. (2022).
Lin (2019) even talks of an existential threat which, in addition to amplifying climate and nuclear risks, also
raises the possibility of a global information dystopia. Conversely, remarkable opportunities could arise from
content prioritization, if it was designed to amplify content of public interest Hoang (2020); Hoang et al.
(2021b), e.g. in terms of education, critical thinking or human rights.

However, in practice, determining which recommendations are “good” is not straightforward. In partic-
ular, who gets to decide what is ”good”? WeBuildAI Lee et al. (2019) laid an inspiring foundation. This
platform allows the different stakeholders of a food donation system to select preferred food recipients on
use cases. For each stakeholder, a machine learning algorithm then infers a model of their preferences. This
model then acts as an algorithmic representative. Food recipients are then determined by an implicit vote
by stakeholders’ algorithmic representatives. Similar algorithmic governance systems were also proposed
by Noothigattu et al. (2018) for autonomous car trolley dilemmas, and by Freedman et al. (2020) for the
case of kidney donation. Essentially, we generalize these schemes to the arguably more pressing problem of
content recommendation.

Like Noothigattu et al. (2018); Lee et al. (2019); Freedman et al. (2020), Tournesol’s contributors are asked
to provide comparisons Maystre (2018). While comparisons seem more cognitively demanding, implying
lower contributor retention, they may result in more thoughtful judgments that have been shown to be
less exclusive of outgroup members Agan et al. (2023). Turning comparisons into scores is then a classical
problem Thurstone (1927), with solutions deployed at scale, e.g. to score chess players Elo and Sloan
(1978). In this paper, we leverage a recent generalization Anonymous (2023) of the famous Bradley-Terry
model Bradley and Terry (1952).

However, as opposed to the mentioned previous works, Tournesol wanted a permissionless and secure
collaborative governance system. Namely, while each human should have the right to influence the recom-
mendations, malicious entities should be prevented from gaining unbounded influence, e.g. by exploiting
fake accounts. This latter property is known as Sybil resilience. It is well-known to be challenging to guar-
antee Douceur (2002). Today’s leading solutions include Proof of Work Dwork and Naor (1992); Jakobsson
and Juels (1999), Proof of Space Ateniese et al. (2014); Dziembowski et al. (2015) and Proof of Stake Bentov
et al. (2014); Kiayias et al. (2017); Tasca and Tessone (2019). Unfortunately, such solutions are arguably
unfair, as they favor the richer (or those who have access to cheaper resources). Furthermore, they are
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hackable by very rich entities.
A more democratic alternative is Proof of Personhood Borge et al. (2017); Siddarth et al. (2020), which

assigns a single proof of authentication for every single person. However, this is notoriously hard to implement
at scale Ford (2020). Instead, Tournesol relies on a trust in “grassroot” persons, and on a peer vouching
mechanism akin to Cheng and Friedman (2005); Danezis and Mittal (2009); Tran et al. (2009); Andersen
et al. (2008); Poupko et al. (2021) (see Section 2). EigenTrust Kamvar et al. (2003) was proposed to spread
trusts through the vouching network, and was applied to file sharing Abrams et al. (2005); Lu et al. (2016),
grid computing Li et al. (2005) and message routing Subbaraj and Prakash (2014), and has spurred many
variants Fan et al. (2012); Kalala et al. (2017); Rguibi and Moussa (2019); Afanador et al. (2020). However,
none seems straightforwardly applicable, as they do not guarantee that a single node will have a bounded
impact.

Even in (large) permissioned systems, however, security issues still arise, as any participant may be
malicious, corrupted or hacked. To secure collaborative governance, we draw inspiration from the one person,
one unit force fairness principle El-Mhamdi et al. (2021); Farhadkhani et al. (2022). More specifically, our
algorithms use the Mehestan algorithm proposed by Allouah et al. (2022), and our security guarantees
revolve around the L-Lipchitz resilience defined therein1. Additionally, our algorithms account for (genuine)
users’ noisy inputs, and output human-friendly scores.

Paper structure. In the next sections, we present the Tournesol data, introduce our new algorithms to
assign voting rights, explain how we turn contributors’ comparisons into (unscaled) scores, discuss collabo-
rative score scaling, overview score aggregation and post-processing, and conclude. Our pipeline is displayed
in Figure 2. Details are provided in the Appendix. Our code is published online2.

2 Interfaces and data

To achieve secure collaborative governance, Tournesol relies on two sorts of data: contributors’ authentication
data and contributors’ comparison judgments.

Vouch network. Each contributor n ∈ N has an email certification status Email(n) ∈ {✓,×}, whose
value depends on whether the domain of the contributor’s validated email address is regarded as Sybil-
resilient. Typically, domains like @epfl.ch or @who.int are considered Sybil-resilient. Somehow, by
assigning an email address to their employees or students, such domains are implicitly vouching for them.
Contributors n whose email addresses belong to Sybil-resilient domains will be considered pretrusted, with
Email(n) = ✓. Conversely, if a contributor m’s email address ends with @gmail.com and @proton.me,
which are not considered Sybil-resilient, then Email(n) = ×. The set of Sybil-resilient domains is currently
manually handled by Tournesol’s managers3, and published online4.

However, validating pretrusted contributors only is very exclusive, as most humans do not have emails
at Sybil-resilient domains. To increase inclusiveness, Tournesol also proposes a vouch system, where contribu-
tors can vouch for one another. The dataset thereby constructed entails entries of the form (n,m,vouchtype,time),
which mean that contributor n vouched for m according to the vouch type vouchtype at time time. So
far, the only vouch type we consider is PoP (Proof of Personhood), i.e. a contributor can only vouch that
another contributor is a human who only uses one active Tournesol account. In the future, other vouch types
may be introduced, e.g. to vouch that another contributor has the degrees or the expertise they claim to
have.

Comparisons. Tournesol’s main dataset contains tuples (n, a, b, q, r) each saying that contributor n ∈ N
compared alternative a ∈ A to alternative b ∈ A along criterion q ∈ Q, and gave the judgment r ∈

1This is what they call (1/L)-Byzantine resilience.
2https://anonymous.4open.science/r/collaborative-reco-6CD7
3Future work should investigate how to govern this set collaboratively and securely.
4https://tournesol.app/about/trusted_domains
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Figure 3: Tournesol’s contributors are asked to select any two videos, and to compare them along the different
quality criteria. The main criterion “should be more largely recommended” essentially asks contributors to
put themselves in the algorithm’s shoes, and to determine which content they would prefer to more often
include in Tournesol’s space-limited recommendation box.
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Z∩ [−Rmax, Rmax] (see Figure 3), with Rmax ≜ 10. A comparison r < 0 means that contributor n prefers a
to b. Throughout this paper, each criterion q is dealt with completely independently. Therefore, we consider
any q and leave the dependency implicit.

By considering that comparisons are anti-symmetric (i.e. reporting rab is equivalent to reporting −rba),
and that only the latest comparison made between a and b is taken into account, we can then represent
contributor n’s comparisons by an anti-symmetric matrix rab ∈ (Z ∩ [−Rmax, Rmax])∪{⊥}. The special value
⊥means that the entry is lacking, and is thus undefined. We also denote ABn ≜ {(a, b) | a < b and rnab ̸=⊥}
the set of pairs of alternatives that contributor n has compared. We also define An ≜ {a ∈ A | ∃b, rnab ̸=⊥}
the set of alternatives that contributor n compared at least once.

Privacy. Since privacy may be sometimes desirable, especially when retaliation risks are significant, e.g.
when upvoting a content that criticizes a government, an employer or a colleague, Tournesol allows each
contributor to score an alternative a either publicly or privately. Only the comparisons between two publicly
scored alternatives are considered public, and enter the public datasets5. However, Tournesol also regards
private comparisons as a vulnerability, as such data cannot be audited by third parties. We stress however
that, as of August 2023, Tournesol does not provide differential privacy. Future work should investigate how
to best do so, e.g. using Redberg et al. (2023).

3 Voting rights

In this section, we present a permissionless Sybil-resilient voting right assignment. The process relies on
first computing trust scores, based on email verification and vouching, and then using those trust scores to
determine voting rights.

3.1 Trust scores

To assign trust, we introduce a new algorithm called LipschiTrust, which adapts EigenTrust Kamvar
et al. (2003).

3.1.1 Pretrust

Recall that each contributor n has an email-based pretrusted status Email(n) ∈ {✓,×}, depending on
the Sybil resilience of the email domain. Let Npre

✓ ≜ {n ∈ N | Email(n) = ✓} be the set of pretrusted

contributors. For each pretrusted contributor n ∈ Npre
✓ , we define its pretrust by trustpre

n ≜ trustpre
✓ . For

Tournesol, we set trustpre
✓ ≜ 0.8. Contributors m /∈ Npre

✓ that are not pretrusted are given trustpre
m ≜ 0.

3.1.2 Weighted vouch network

We consider the list Listvouch of vouches, restricted to PoP vouches. If (n,m,PoP,time) is an entry of
the list, then contributor n is said to be a voucher for vouchee m. The arrow (n,m) is then added to the
set Vexplicit of arrows, in the directed unweighted vouch network (N,Vexplicit).

Moreover, we assume that each participating contributor implicitly vouches for a sink, which is formalized
by the (implicit) sink vouch hyperparameter V sink

✓ . For Tournesol, we set V sink
✓ ≜ 5, i.e. the sink counts for

5 vouchees. Interestingly, as a result, when a contributor with much less than 10 vouchees vouches for more
vouchees, the amount of trust scores the contributor assigns grows almost linearly, thereby not penalizing
previously vouched contributors. Vouching is thereby not (too) disincentivized.

To integrate implicit vouches, we define the weighted vouch network (N,V), where (n,m) ∈ V if n

explicitly vouched for m (i.e. (n,m) ∈ Vexplicit), with a weight then given by Vnm ≜ 1/
(∣∣∣N by(n)

explicit

∣∣∣+ V sink
✓

)
,

where N
by(n)
explicit is the set of contributors that n’s vouched for. Clearly, the sum of weighted vouches given by

5The public dataset can be downloaded from https://tournesol.app, and also contains outputs of our algorithms.
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any voucher is then at most one, i.e.
∑

m:(n,m)∈V Vnm ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N , with the missing vouches implicitly
going to the sink. This amounts to saying V is row-substochastic.

3.1.3 The probabilistic intuition of LipschiTrust

LipschiTrust is inspired from EigenTrust Kamvar et al. (2003), whose principle is akin to the celebrated
PageRank Page et al. (1999). These algorithms yield an appealing probabilistic intuition. Namely, consider
a random walker on the vouch network, first dropped at a uniformly randomly chosen pretrusted contributor.
Then at each iteration, the random walker first tosses a biased coin. With probability 1 − β (which will
be useful for Sybil-resilience), the random walker resets its walk. Otherwise, the random walker randomly
selects an outgoing arc, with a probability equal to the arc’s weight. As the random walker thereby explores
the vouch network, the frequency of its visits to any given node converges to an ergodic limit, which defines
its trust score.

LipschiTrust essentially robustifies the random walk, by frequently preventing the walker from visiting
too frequently visited contributors, thereby bounding the maximal influence of such contributors.

3.1.4 Defining LipschiTrust

Define tr0 ≜ trustpre ∈ RN . For all iterations t, using vector notations, we consider trt+1/2 ≜ trustpre+
βV Ttrt, where β ∈ (0, 1) is a vouch decay hyperparameter. For Tournesol, we set β ≜ 0.8. Trusts are then

clipped to avoid power concentration. trt+1
n ≜ min

{
tr

t+1/2
n , 1

}
.

Proposition 1. There is a unique vector trust such that ∥trt − trust∥1 ≤ |N |βt for all t. Moreover,
this vector verifies trust = min

{
trustpre + βV Ttrust, 1

}
.

Proof sketch. Since V is row-substochastic and x 7→ min {x, 1} is 1-Lipschitz, trt is β-contractive. Hence the
convergence. The characteristic equation is derived by taking the recursion equation of trt to the limit.

As a corollary, an error of at most εLipschiTrust > 0 can be guaranteed by merely T (ε) ≜
⌈
ln(|N |/εLipschiTrust)

ln(1/β)

⌉
iterations. For Tournesol, we set εLipschiTrust ≜ 10−8. Our main security guarantee is the following.

Theorem 1. Denoting trust−n the trusts computed after removing contributor n’s vouches (i.e. n vouches
for the sink only), ∥∥trust − trust−n

∥∥
1
≤ β

1− β
trust−n

n . (1)

Proof sketch. The proof considers a similar sequence as trt, but whose initial point is trust−n. We conclude
by bounding the difference between the first iteration and the initial point, and by β-contractiveness.

Theorem 1 can be interpreted as a sort of β/(1− β)-Lipschitz resilience, as it is saying that the maximal
influence of a node is proportional to their trust (though Lipschitz resilience is actually defined based on
exogeneous assigned voting rights). Moreover, given that clipping guarantees trust−n

n ≤ 1, Theorem 1
implies that even a highly certified/vouched contributor cannot bias others’ trust scores by more than
β/(1− β). For β = 0.8, any contributor can thereby only control a total of 4 trust scores through vouching
(in addition to the at most unit trust score assigned to them). We conclude this section with two additional
desirable guarantees, whose proofs are provided in the Appendix.

Proposition 2. Vouching cannot decrease trust, i.e., for all contributors n, trust ≥ trust−n.

Proposition 3. A contributor’s trust score is positive iff there is a vouch path from a pretrusted contributor
to them.
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3.2 Scaling-calibration contributors

The original Mehestan Allouah et al. (2022) scales each contributor’s scores by comparing them to all other
contributors’. But including all contributors raises two issues.

On one hand, some contributors only scored a very small number of alternatives, and will be hardly
comparable to most other contributors. This implies that their score scaling will be very dependent on the
few contributors that they are comparable with, implying large noise and biases.

On the other hand, Mehestan is too computationally demanding for frequent score updates. In fact,
its score scaling scheme is the main computational bottleneck, and will be prohibitively slow as the number
of contributors scales. This is because, in its vanilla form, Mehestan requires the pairwise score scaling
comparison of any two contributor, on all pairs of items that the two contributors both scored.

To make collaborative preference scaling more accurate and faster, we identify a subset Nscaling
✓ ⊂ Npost

✓
of “scaling-calibration contributors”. This subset must satisfy two key properties to address the issues
mentioned above, namely, trustworthiness and high comparability. Our current proposal is to select the
Kscaling contributors who have compared the most alternatives among those whose trust score is at least
trustscaling

min . The values Kscaling = 100 and trustscaling
min = 0.1 are currently used on the platform.

For scaling-calibration contributors n ∈ Nscaling
✓ , we then set wscaling

n ≜ wscaling
✓ . For Tournesol, given

the current limited number of active contributors, and because score scaling does not seem too critical, so
far, we favor the accuracy of score scaling over security, by considering the large value wscaling

✓ ≜ W for
score scaling.

3.3 Voting rights for score aggregation

For score aggregation, we propose slightly more inclusive voting rights than trust scores. In fact, even
contributors n with zero trust (trustn = 0) will always be given a strictly positive voting right wna > 0 on
the global score of an alternative a ∈ A they judged. However, for security reasons, if too many voters with
insufficient voting rights judge alternative a, then their voting rights on this alternative will be restricted,
so that their cumulative influence remains small. Moreover, for each alternative a, we favor contributors
who scored a publicly, by considering a privacy penalty wpenalty

private . In the current implementation, we set
wpenalty

private ≜ 0.5.
The precise computation of contributors’ voting rights on an alternative a proceeds in four steps:

1. Compute the cumulative trusted scores of the contributors that compared a, weighed by wpenalty
private .

2. Derive the maximal amount of tolerated overtrust OverTrusta.

3. Determine a minimal voting right wpublic
min,a that yields the maximal tolerated overtrust.

4. Set voting rights as the maximum of the trust score and wpublic
min,a, weighed by the privacy penalty

wpenalty
private .

3.3.1 Cumulative trusted score

Denote Npublic
a the set of contributors who compared alternative a at least once, in a public manner, and

Nprivate
a those who did so in a private manner. The cumulative trusted score is simply given by

trusta ≜
∑

n∈Npublic
a

trustn + wpenalty
private

∑
n∈Nprivate

a

trustn.

3.3.2 Maximal tolerated overtrust

The maximal tolerated overtrust must be asymptotically only a fraction f× of trusta, and will be at least
wtotal

×,default. This principle is formalized by defining

OverTrusta ≜ wtotal
×,default + f× · trusta. (2)
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For Tournesol, we set wtotal
×,default ≜ 2 and f× ≜ 0.1.

3.3.3 Minimal voting right

We now guarantee that the minimal voting right given to insufficiently trusted contributors yields at most
an overtrust of OverTrusta. To do so, define the overtrust for minimal voting right wpublic

min,a by

overTrusta(w) ≜
∑

n∈Npublic
a

max {w − trustn, 0}

+ wpenalty
private

∑
n∈Nprivate

a

max {w − trustn, 0} . (3)

Note that overTrusta(0) = 0 and that overTrusta is strictly increasing with wpublic
min,a as soon as overTrusta(w

public
min,a) >

0. Thus, given that the maximal overtrust is positive, either overTrusta(1) < OverTrusta (in which

case we set wpublic
min,a ≜ 1), or there is a unique wpublic

min,a ∈ (0, 1] for which we have overTrusta(w
public
min,a) =

OverTrusta. We propose to compute it with dichotomic search.

3.3.4 Scoring voting rights

A public contributor n’s voting right is set to wna ≜ max
{
trustn, w

public
min,a

}
. If n ∈ Nprivate

a , then wna ≜

wpenalty
private max

{
trustn, w

public
min,a

}
.

4 From comparisons to individual raw scores

Here, we consider a given contributor n ∈ N and a quality criterion q ∈ Q, and discuss how the contributors’
comparisons are turned into individual so-called “raw” scores. Throughout the subsection, we leave the
dependence on n and on q implicit. This means that our key input is the comparison partial tensor rab ∈
[−Rmax, Rmax], which we normalize as r̃ab ≜ rab/Rmax ∈ [−1, 1]. Since the contributor fully controls their
comparisons rab, security (in particular Lipschitz resilience) is of limited concern here.

A generalized Bradley-Terry model. To turn a contributor’s comparisons into the contributor’s scores,
we use the recent generalization Anonymous (2023) of Bradley and Terry (1952). Namely, we consider a
probabilistic model where the contributor assigns an implicit true score θtruea to every alternative a. When
asked to compare alternatives a and b, the contributor reports a preference for a (compared to b) with a
probability that increases with the score difference θtrueab ≜ θtruea − θtrueb . More specifically, we define6

p
[
r̃ab

∣∣ θtrueab

]
≜

θtrueab e−r̃abθ
true
ab

2 sinh (θtrueab )
. (4)

Given a normal prior N (0, αcontributor
prior I) on the hidden variables θtruea , the negative log posterior on the

contributor’s scores θ given the comparisons r̃ yields the loss function

Lscore (θ | r̃) ≜ − lnp [θ]−
∑

(a,b)∈AB

lnp [r̃ab|θab] + cst

=
1

2
αcontributor
prior ∥θ∥22 +

∑
(a,b)∈AB

ln
sinh (θab)

θab
+ r̃abθab.

6Our comparison convention differs from Anonymous (2023), which results in a minus sign in e−r̃abθ
true
ab in (4).
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Tournesol uses αcontributor
prior ≜ 0.02. Minimizing this loss is the Bayesian maximum-a-posteriori. Since Anony-

mous (2023) guarantees that the loss is strongly convex, the maximum-a-posteriori θraw(r) exists, is unique
and can be quickly computed. We call them raw scores θraw(r).

Moreover, Anonymous (2023) proved that the scores thereby learned vary monotonically with the com-
parisons. Formally, this means that if two comparison tensors r̃ and r̃′ are such that r̃ab ≤ r̃′ab for all b (i.e.,
the comparisons are more favorable to a than b in r′ than in r) r̃cd = r̃′cd for all c, d ̸= a, then the guarantee
holds θrawa (r̃) ≤ θrawa (r̃′).

Proposition 4 (Theorem 2 in Anonymous (2023)). The scores θraw(r̃) are monotonous with respect to the
comparisons r̃.

Computing uncertainty Learning the uncertainty of the scores is important for score aggregation; intu-
itively, a contributor should have less influence on the global scores if we have a high uncertainty on their
scores. Essentially, we estimate this based on how isolated the maximum a posteriori is. More specifically,
we do so by computing the second derivative of the loss, ignoring the regularization,

∆θrawa ≜

−
∑

b:(a,b)∈AB

∂2
θaθa lnp [rab|θraw]

−1/2

. (5)

5 Collaborative score scaling

As explained by Allouah et al. (2022), different contributors express themselves on different implicit scales,
which implies that their scores must be collaboratively scaled before being aggregated. This is especially the
case on Tournesol, where each contributor selects the subset of alternatives that they assess. In particular, the
scale of scores of a contributor that only assess top alternatives will greatly differ from that of a contributor
that assess bad alternatives only. To put all contributors’ scores on a common scale in a secure manner, we
adapted Mehestan Allouah et al. (2022). Here we briefly overview Mehestan and discuss the modifications
we made. More details are provided in the Appendix.

Overview. We use Mehestan for collaboratively score scaling, i.e. to transform raw scores θrawna (r) into
collaboratively scaled scores θcsna(r) that are all (roughly) on a common scale. The original Mehestan has
three scaling steps:

(i) It individually normalizes all contributors’ scores.

(ii) Each contributor’s scores are then scaled, by comparing them to other contributors’ scores for alterna-
tives that both compared, using a Lipschitz-resilient primitives.

(iii) Third, each contributors’ scores are appropriately translated, by comparing them to other contributors’
scores, again using a Lipschitz-resilient primitives.

Mehestan is parameterized by L, which determines the algorithm’s Lipschitz resilience Allouah et al.
(2022). Intuitively, L describes the maximal impact of a contributor with a unit voting right. Tournesol uses
L ≜ 1/10.

How we adapted Mehestan. We slightly diverge from Allouah et al. (2022), mostly in four notable
ways:

(1) We skip this first step, as the construction of the scores provides a somewhat meaningful initial nor-
malization.
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(2) We rely on a subset of scaling-calibration contributors. We first scale them with respect to one an-
other, with limited Lipschitz resilience. Then we scale other contributors to match scaling-calibration
contributors’ scale.

(3) We robustify the estimates of the relative scaling between two contributors, by using the primitive
QrMed (see Appendix) instead of an average.

(4) We systematically track uncertainties on estimates, which are used when aggregating them. Intuitively,
high uncertainty on a scaled individual score for an alternative implies that it will only have an effect
if the aggregated value is farther away from the estimate than the computed uncertainty. We thereby
contribute to the growing toolbox of Lipschitz-resilient primitives.

(5) We also introduce a Lipschitz-resilient estimate on how polarizing an alternative is. While Tournesol
does not yet use our estimate, they have shown interest in, e.g., penalizing polarizing content, in the
light of Taiwan’s pol.is experiment Leonard (2020).

The motivation for (2) is based on the observation that the “liveness” guarantees of Mehestan only hold
in a setting where most voters are sufficiently active. This is far from being the case in Tournesol. The
algorithms obtained by adapting Mehestan as explained are detailed in the appendix.

6 Standardizing, shifting, aggregating and squashing the scores

To guarantee further desirable properties, such as human-readability and consistency with unrated alterna-
tives, the collaboratively scaled scores undergo additional processing before aggregation and display. Some
of the operations rely on a new Lipschitz-resilient primitive called QrQtl for quantile estimation (see Ap-
pendix).

Standardizing the scores. To better control the scale of scores, we first standardize the collaboratively
scaled scores θcsna using a Lipchitz-resilient estimator of their standard deviation. Note that Tournesol’s
collaboratively scaled scores are very heavy-tailed, with many values that are over 30 standard deviations
away from the mean. This motivated us to use an estimator that intuitively fits qsssdev ≜ 90% of all the scores,
thereby preventing too many undesired out-of-scale scores. More precisely, we consider the qsssdev −QrQtl
of the absolute deviations of the scores to the QrMed of the scores7. The collaboratively scaled scores are
standardized by dividing them by the standard deviation estimate.

Shifting the zero. Because of the zero-centered normal prior on scores, the collaboratively scaled scores
are roughly centered around zero. However, this means that a median alternative is scored similarly to
an unrated alternative. This is unsatisfactory, especially on Tournesol where the overwhelming majority of
alternatives that contributors assess are of high quality, as opposed to a random YouTube video. To account
for this bias within the Tournesol dataset, we propose to “shift the zero” so that an unrated alternative will
by default be within the bottom qzeroshift ≜ 15%. To do so, we compute the qzeroshift−QrQtl of the standardized
scores. We then subtract the obtained estimate to all standardized scores, yielding the standardized and
shifted scores θsssna .

Aggregating into global scores. For each alternative a, we aggregate the contributors’ standardized and
shifted scores θsssna using QrMed, with Lipschitz resilience parameter L. This yields the global scores ρsssa .

7Each individual score is given a voting right inversely proportional to the number of alternatives compared by the contributor.
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Squashing the scores for display. The Tournesol team has expressed preferences for a display of scores
on a bounded scale, from (−100, 100). To do so, we squash the standardized and shifted scores θsssna and
the global scores ρsssa using the increasing homemorphism x 7→ 100x/

√
1 + x2, which transforms R into

(−100, 100). This yields the squashed individual scores θsquana and the squashed global scores ρsquaa . These
are the scores that are then used and displayed on Tournesol. Figure 4 displays the distribution of the
squashed individual and global scores.

Figure 4: Distribution of standardized, shifted and squashed scores θsquana (top graph) and ρsquaa (bottom
graph). For our hyperparameters, the individual scores have roughly a similar distribution, for alternatives
with several comparisons and those with many of them. Moreover, the global scores of highly compared
videos are well spread, as opposed to those compared by too few contributors. Hyperparameter selection is
further discussed in the Appendix.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an open-source end-to-end permissionless secure collaborative algorithmic gov-
ernance system. Our system is functional, and is currently deployed and used by tournesol.app. We
hope that this will inspire more work on effective, fair, contributor-friendly, scalable, interpretable and secure
algorithmic governance.

In particular, while functional and deployed, our pipeline leaves room for improvements, to meet chal-
lenges like accounting for direct assessments (e.g., likes), learning volitions Lechiakh and Maurer (2023),
leveraging (vouched) expertise, enabling liquid democracy Halpern et al. (2023), optimizing active learn-
ing Maystre and Grossglauser (2017), generalizing raw scores, integrating Lipschitz-resilient collaborative
filtering, measuring Tournesol’s impact and leveraging Tournesol to align language models, all of which is
further discussed in the Appendix.
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Appendix

A Voting rights (algorithms and proofs)

In this section, we provide a pseudocode of LipschiTrust, and we prove Proposition 1 and Theorem 1.

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

First, let us prove the following useful lemmas.

Lemma 1. x 7→ min {x, 1} is 1-Lipschitz.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ R. Without loss of generality, assume x ≥ y. Then we have three cases to analyze:

• If x ≥ y ≥ 1, then |min {x, 1} −min {y, 1}| = |x− y| ≤ |x− y|.

• If x ≥ 1 ≥ y, then |min {x, 1} −min {y, 1}| = |1− y| ≤ |x− y|.

• If 1 ≥ x ≥ y, then |min {x, 1} −min {y, 1}| = |1− 1| = 0 ≤ |x− y|.

In all three cases, 1-Lipschitzness is guaranteed.

Lemma 2. Suppose M ∈ RN×N
+ is column-substochastic, i.e.

∑
n Mnm ≤ 1 for all column m ∈ N and

Mnm ≥ 0 for all n,m ∈ N . Then for any x ∈ RN , we have ∥Mx∥1 ≤ ∥x∥1.

Proof. ∥Mx∥1 =
∑

n |
∑

m Mnmxm| ≤
∑

n

∑
m Mnm |xm| =

∑
m (
∑

n Mnm) |xm| ≤
∑

m |xm| = ∥x∥1.

Since V is row-substochastic, we thus have
∥∥V Tx

∥∥
1
≤ ∥x∥1. This allows us to prove Proposition 1.

Lemma 3. The sequence trt is β-contractive.

Proof. Denote ∆trt ≜ trt+1 − trt. Using Lemma 1, for all n ∈ N , we have∣∣∆trt
n

∣∣ = ∣∣trt+1
n − trt

n

∣∣ = ∣∣∣min
{
trt+1/2

n , 1
}
−min

{
trt−1/2

n , 1
}∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣trt+1/2

n − trt−1/2
n

∣∣∣ (6)

=

∣∣∣∣∣
(
trustpre

n + β
∑
m

Vmntr
t
m

)
−

(
trustpre

n + β
∑
m

Vmntr
t−1
m

)∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

= β

∣∣∣∣∣∑
m∈N

Vmn∆trt−1
m

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ β
∑
m∈N

Vmn

∣∣∆trt−1
m

∣∣ = β(V T )n
∣∣∆trt−1

∣∣ , (8)

where |x| of a vector x is the vector whose coordinates are the absolute values of the coordinates of x. It
follows that ∥∥∆trt

∥∥
1
=
∥∥trt+1 − trt

∥∥
1
=
∑
n∈N

∣∣trt+1
n − trt

n

∣∣ ≤ β
∥∥V T

∣∣∆trt−1
∣∣∥∥

1
. (9)

By Lemma 2, we thus have ∥trt∥1 ≤ β
∥∥∆trt−1

∥∥
1
. This amounts to saying that trt is β-contractive.

Proposition 1. There is trust such that ∥trt − trust∥1 ≤ |N |βt. Moreover, trust = min
{
trustpre + βV Ttrust, 1

}
.

Proof. Lemma 3 implies its convergence to a limit trust. Taking the recursive defining equation of trt to
the limit yields

trust = min
{
trustpre + βV Ttrust, 1

}
.
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Using again Lemma 1, for t ≥ 0, we then have∥∥trt+1 − trust
∥∥
1
≤ β

∥∥(trustpre + βV Ttrt
)
−
(
trustpre + βV Ttrust

)∥∥
1
≤ β

∥∥V T
∣∣trt − trust

∣∣∥∥
1

(10)
Using now Lemma 2 then yields ∥∥trt+1 − trust

∥∥
1
≤ β

∥∥trt − trust
∥∥
1
. (11)

By a straightforward induction, it follows that∥∥trt − trust
∥∥
1
≤ βt

∥∥tr0 − trust
∥∥
1
= βt ∥trustpre − trust∥1 . (12)

Using triangle inequality yields∥∥trt − trust
∥∥
1
≤ βt ∥trustpre − trust∥1 = βt

∑
n∈N

|trustpre − trustn| ≤ βt |N | , (13)

given that each term tr0
n − trustn is necessarily in [−1, 1], and thus has an absolute value at most 1.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

Intuitively the worst case holds when the Byzantine vouches for a large number of fake accounts without
certified email or authentic vouches, which themselves each vouch for a large number of fake accounts without
certified email or authentic vouches, and so on.

Our formal proof instead relies on the study of the sequence xt, which is defined by initialization
x0 ≜ trust−n (where contributor n is the one whose influence will be studied) and recursion xt+1 ≜
min

{
trustpre + βV Txt

}
(the same vector recursion as for tr). This sequence intuitively corresponds to

the computation of trust, starting from the case where contributor n vouched only for the sink.

Lemma 4. xt → trust as t → ∞.

Proof. Lemma 3 actually applies to xt as well, since it only leverages the recursion of trt, which is the same
as that of xt. This not only implies that xt converges, but also that the recursion yields a unique limit. Thus
xt has the same limit as trt, which is trust.

Lemma 5.
∥∥x1 − x0

∥∥
1
≤ βtrust−n

n .

Proof. Denote V −n the vouch matrix obtained from V , but modified to reflect the fact that contributor n
only vouches for the sink, i.e.

V −n
mk ≜

{
Vmk if m ̸= n,
0 if m = n.

(14)

The characteristic equation verified by trust−n is then given by

trust−n = min
{
trustpre + β(V −n)Ttrust−n, 1

}
. (15)

But then we can bound the difference between x1 and x0 = trust−n as (using also Proposition 1 and
Lemma 1)

∥∥x1 − x0
∥∥
1
=
∑
m∈N

∣∣∣∣∣min

{
trustpre

m + β
∑
k∈N

Vkmtrust−n
k , 1

}
−min

{
trustpre

m + β
∑
k∈N

V −n
km trust−n

k , 1

}∣∣∣∣∣
(16)

≤
∑
m∈N

∣∣∣∣∣
(
trustpre

m + β
∑
k∈N

Vkmtrust−n
k

)
−

(
trustpre

m + β
∑
k∈N

V −n
km trust−n

k

)∣∣∣∣∣ (17)

=
∑
m∈N

∣∣βVnmtrust−n
n

∣∣ = βtrust−n
n

∑
m∈N

Vnm ≤ βtrust−n
n , (18)

which is the lemma.
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Theorem 1. Denoting trust−n the trusts computed after removing n’s vouches (and thus having n vouching
only for the sink), ∑

m∈N

∣∣trustm − trust−n
m

∣∣ ≤ β

1− β
trust−n

n . (19)

Proof. Using Lemma 5, β-contractiveness and induction, it follows that
∥∥xt+1 − xt

∥∥
1
≤ βt

∥∥x1 − x0
∥∥
1
≤

βt+1trust−n
n . But then,

∥∥xt+1 − x0
∥∥
1
≤

t∑
s=0

∥∥xs+1 − xs
∥∥
1
≤

t∑
s=0

βs+1trust−n
n ≤ trust−n

n

∞∑
s=0

βs+1 =
β

1− β
trust−n

n . (20)

Taking this inequality to the limit t → ∞ and invoking Lemma 4 yields the theorem.

A.3 Other propositions

Proposition 2. For all contributors n, trust ≥ trust−n.

Proof. We consider the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 5. Since V ≥ V −n, it is clear that x1 ≥ x0.
But then, by induction, given V ≥ V −n and xt ≥ x0, it follows from the recursion of xt and the characteristic
equation of trust−n that xt+1 ≥ x0. Taking this to the limit yields the proposition.

Proposition 3. A contributor has a positive trust score, if and only if, there is a vouch path from a pretrusted
contributor to them.

Proof. Consider a sequence n0, n1, . . . , nk such that n0 is pretrusted and such that ns has vouched for ns+1 for
all s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. By induction over s, let us prove that, for all t ≥ s, trt

ns
≥ βstrustpre

✓

∏s−1
r=0 Vnrnr+1

.

• For s = 0, this trivially follows from the fact that trt
n0

≥ min
{
trustpre

n0
, 1
}
= min {trustpre

✓ , 1} =
trustpre

✓ .

• Now assume that it holds for s, and let t ≥ s+1. Then trt
ns+1

≥ min
{
βVnsns+1

trt−1
s , 1

}
. Leveraging

our induction assumption allows to close the inductive proof.

Now taking the induction guarantee to the limit t → ∞ implies trustns
≥ βstrustpre

✓

∏s−1
r=0 Vnrnr+1

> 0.
Thus, if there is a vouch path from a pretrusted contributor to a contributor, then this latter contributor
has a positive trust score.

Conversely, let us prove that, in the absence of such a vouch path, the contributor has a zero trust score.
More precisely, define N×× the set of contributors that are not pretrusted, and for which no path exists from
pretrusted contributors to them. We prove by induction over t that ∀n ∈ N××, trt

n = 0.

• For t = 0, this trivially follows from the fact that contributors in N×× are not pretrusted.

• Assume it holds for iteration t. Note that all contributors n ∈ N×× are necessarily only vouched
by other contributors in N××, since, otherwise, there would be a path from a pretrusted contributor
to them. As a result, if Vmn > 0, then m ∈ N××, and thus, by induction trt

m = 0. But then,
(V T )ntr

t = 0. Since trustpre
n = 0, computing the recursion then yields trt+1

n = 0. This concludes
the induction.

Taking ∀n ∈ N××, trt
n = 0 then yields the other implication of the proposition.
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B Generalized Bradley-Terry model

We rely on the generalized Bradley-Terry (GBT) model that has been recently introduced in Anonymous
(2023). In this model, the conditional law of the comparisons r̃ab with respect to the score vector θ is of the
form

p [r̃ab|θ] =
exp(−θabr̃ab)p [r̃ab|0]∫ 1

−1
exp(−θabs)p [s|0] ds

(21)

for some fixed probability law p [r̃|0] which corresponds to the probability law of a comparison for null scores.
The denominator ensures that p [r̃ab|θ] is a pdf with integral 1. The function θ 7→

∫
R exp(θs)p [s|0] ds is the

moment generating function of r̃ab|θab = 0. Its logarithm is the cumulant generating function given by Φ(θ) =

log(
∫ 1

−1
exp(−θs)p [s|0] ds). The cumulant generating function Φ is known to be strictly convex (Anonymous,

2023, Theorem 1). Its expression is moreover known for many probability law p [s|0]. In this paper, we
consider the case where p [s|0] = 1/2, i.e. the uniform law. This corresponds to

Φ(θ) = log

(
1

2

∫ 1

−1

exp(−θs)ds

)
= log

sinh(θ)

θ
. (22)

Using this relation, we recover the expression (4).

The spring analogy To provide more insights into our model, a physical analogy may be useful. Inter-
estingly, the loss of Bayesian GBT models corresponds precisely to the total energy of a physical system,
where each alternative is a pebble put in a parabolic valley, and where (non-Hookean) springs of length at
rest t∗ab (which verifies r̃ab =

1
t∗ab

− coth (t∗ab)) are used to attach alternatives a to b. A pebblenet would then

be obtained, where pebbles naturally fall towards the bottom of the valley, but where springs may push
them away from the bottom. If pebbles are then forced to lie along a one-dimensional line of the valley, then
their equilibrium position along this line would correspond to the scores assigned to the alternatives when
minimizing the contributor’s loss function Lscore(θ|r̃).

C Primitives and implementation details

To satisfy provable security guarantees, our algorithms repeatedly leverage a set of key Byzantine-resilient
primitives, many of which were previously introduced by Allouah et al. (2022). In this subsection, we describe
these primitives, and how to compute them. The implementation of QrMed in particular is new. But first,
let us recall what is precisely meant by L-Lipschitz resilience.

Definition 1 (Lipschitz resilience, adapted from Allouah et al. (2022)). Consider a function f : RN
+ ×ZN →

X that maps a pair (w, z) of contributors’ voting rights wn and of their inputs zn to outputs f(w, z) that
lie in a metric space (X, dX). We say that f is (L, dX)-Lipschitz resilient if it is L-Lipschitz continuous in
voting rights, under ℓ1 norm for the voting rights, i.e.

∀w,w′ ∈ RN
+ , ∀z ∈ ZN , dX(f(w, z), f(w′, z)) ≤ L ∥w − w′∥1 . (23)

In the context of Tournesol, zn is tyically the comparison tensor rn reported by the contributor. Note
that this definition clearly implies that the maximal influence of a contributor n is proportional to its voting
right. Indeed, measuring this influence amounts to comparing the effective voting rights w to the ones
obtained by only canceling the contributor n’s voting right, i.e. w′

n ≜ 0 and w′
m ≜ wm for m ̸= n.

C.1 The quadratically regularized median QrMed Allouah et al. (2022)

Definition. The key primitive used by Mehestan is the quadratically regularized median QrMed. Given
voting rights w ∈ RN

+ , partial scores x ∈ (R ∪ {⊥})N and partial score uncertainties ∆ ∈ (R ∪ {⊥})N , we
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define their L-quadratically regularized median by

QrMedL(w, x,∆) ≜ argmin
m∈R

LQrMedL
(m|w, x,∆) ≜

m2

2L
+

∑
n:xn ̸=⊥

wn

√
∆2

n + (xn −m)2

 . (24)

This operator can be made to ignore some contributors. More precisely, if we want to restrict it to the subset
N✓ of email-verified contributors, then we may write it as QrMedL(wn, xn,∆n|n ∈ N✓).

The key safety property of QrMed is L-Byzantine resilience, which we redefine here.

Proposition 5 (adapted from Allouah et al. (2022)). QrMedL is well-defined, L-Lipschitz resilient and
1-Lipschitz continuous in x with respect to the ℓ∞ norm.

Proof. Note that Allouah et al. (2022) discusses QrMed without uncertainty, which essentially corresponds
to ∆n → 0. However, their proof relies on controlling the derivative of L′

QrMedL
(m|w, x,∆), and in particular

on the fact that, if we focus only the term of L′
QrMedL

(m|w, x,∆) that corresponds to a contributor n, then
the derivative is at most wn in absolute value. These key properties still hold for our generalization of
QrMed. Thus their proof applies to our setting as well.

QrMed has another desirable property. Namely, for any ε > 0, when the number of contributors with
unit voting right is large enough (especially compared to L), then QrMed returns a value that lies between
the quantiles 1/2− ε and 1/2+ ε. In the limit of a very large number of contributors, QrMed thus behaves
essentially like a median.

Computation. Interestingly, QrMed can be provably efficiently computed through dichotomic search.
In practice, however, we run the Brent-Dekker method Dekker (1969); Brent (1971), which provides better
empirical performances, despite the lack of theoretical guarantee, by leveraging the smoothness of LQrMed .
Below we briefly describe this method, which relies on updating a lower bound m and an upper bound m,
by leveraging the value of the derivative of the loss of Equation (24). This derivative is given by

L′
QrMedL

(m|w, x,∆) =
m

L
+

∑
n:xn ̸=⊥

wn
m− xn√

∆2
n + (xn −m)2

. (25)

The Brent-Dekker algorithm is implemented in the python library8 scipy.optimize.brentq, which we
use.

Proposition 6. The initialization step takes O (log (1 + |QrMedL(w, x,∆)|)) iterations. The dichotomic
step takes O(log(1/ε)) iterations. In both cases, each iteration requires computing L′

QrMedL
, which requires

O(|N |) steps.

Subsampling for faster computation. Note that the computation of L′
QrMedL

may be costly, if there
is a very large number of contributors with well-defined imputs. If so, then a random sampling of the
contributors may be used instead, especially for early steps of the initialization and dichotomic search. In,
investigating how subsampling should be done and what theoretical guarantees it provides is however left
for future work.

C.2 The Byzantine-robustified mean BrMean Allouah et al. (2022)

We will use another robust statistics primitive, which successfully returns the mean of bounded inputs, when
the amount of allocated voting rights is large enough. We call it BrMean, for Byzantine-Robustified Mean.

8For Tournesol, we set ε ≜ 0.01.
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To define it, we first introduce the Clipped Mean ClipMean centered on center and of radius radius by

ClipMean(w, x,∆|center,radius) ≜ Mean(w,Clip(x|center,radius)) (26)

=
1∑

n∈N wn

∑
n∈N

wnClip(xn|center,radius) (27)

where Clip(x|center,radius) ≜ max {center− radius,min {center+ radius, x}} clips x within the
interval [center − radius,center + radius]. Note that, while we made it appear explicitly to conform
with other primitives, the uncertainty ∆ is never used. BrMean is then obtained by executing ClipMean,
centered on QrMed, with a radius that grows linearly with the total amounts of votes:

BrMeanL(w, x,∆) ≜ ClipMean

(
w, x,∆

∣∣∣∣∣ QrMed4L(w, x,∆),
L

4

∑
n∈N

wn

)
. (28)

Crucially for our purposes, BrMean has the following properties.

Proposition 7 (Allouah et al. (2022)). BrMeanL is L-Byzantine resilient. Moreover, if there exists
radius > 0 such that L

∑
n∈N wn ≥ 8radius and xn ∈ [−radius,radius] for all n ∈ N , then BrMeanL(w, x,∆) =

Mean(w, x).

We stress, however, that BrMean is oblivious to uncertainty. It should thus only be used when there
are enough data, so that the uncertainty can be neglected.

C.3 The quadratically regularized quantile QrQtl

We now introduce a new estimator, called the quadratically regularized quantile QrQtl, which depends on
a quantile α and on a Lipschitz resilience L. We define it by

QrQtlα,L(w, x,∆) ≜ argmin
m∈R

m2

2L
+

∑
n:xn ̸=⊥

wn

(
(1− 2α)m+

√
∆2

n + (xn −m)2
) . (29)

Proposition 8. QrQtlα,L is (L+ |1− 2α|L)-Lipschitz resilient.

Proof. For any x,∆, the loss ℓ(m|x,∆) ≜ (1 − 2α)m +
√

∆2 + (x−m)2 has a derivative ℓ′(m|x,∆) =
(1−2α)+ x−m√

∆2+(x−m)2
, whose absolute value can be bounded by |ℓ′(m|x,∆)| ≤ |1− 2α|+1. Fix w1, w2 ∈ RN

+ ,

and denote q1 ≜ QrQtlα,L(w1, x,∆) and q2 ≜ QrQtlα,L(w2, x,∆). By optimality of QrQtl, we know
that the derivative of the loss must cancel, which implies

q1 = −L
∑
n

w1,nℓ
′(q|xn,∆n) and q2 = −L

∑
n

w2,nℓ
′(q′|xn,∆n). (30)

Taking the difference and bounding its absolute value then yields

|q1 − q2| ≤ L
∑
n

|w1,n − w2,n| |ℓ′(q′|xn,∆n)| ≤ (1 + |1− 2α|)L ∥w1 − w2∥1 . (31)

This is precisely the needed Lipschitz resilience guarantee.

Proposition 9. Assume ∆ = 0 and denote qβ a weighted β-quantile of (w, x). If β ≤ α − |qβ | /2L ∥w∥1,
then QrQtlα,L(w, x,∆) ≥ qβ. Similarly, if β ≥ α+ |qβ | /2L ∥w∥1, then QrQtlα,L(w, x,∆) ≤ qβ.
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Proof. Define N<(q), N=(q) and N>(q) the subsets of contributors n whose scores xn are respectively
smaller, equal and larger than q. Denote w?(q) ≜

∑
n∈N?(q)

wn for ? ∈ {<,=, >}. By definition of the
weighted β-quantile, we must have

w<(qβ) ≤ β ∥w∥1 and w<(qβ) + w=(qβ) ≥ β ∥w∥1 , (32)

w>(qβ) ≤ (1− β) ∥w∥1 and w>(qβ) + w=(qβ) ≥ (1− β) ∥w∥1 . (33)

The subgradient ∇qβ of the loss of QrQtl at qβ is given by

∇qβ =
q

L
+ w<(qβ)(1− 2α− 1) + w>(qβ)(1− 2α+ 1) + w=(qβ)(1− 2α+ [−1, 1]) (34)

=
q

L
+ (1− 2α) ∥w∥1 + (w>(qβ)− w<(qβ)) + w=(qβ)[−1, 1]. (35)

In particular, we have

min∇qβ =
qβ
L

+ (1− 2α) ∥w∥1 + w>(qβ)− w<(qβ)− w=(qβ) (36)

≤ qβ
L

+ (1− 2α) ∥w∥1 + β ∥w∥1 − (1− β) ∥w∥1 (37)

≤ qβ
L

+ 2(β − α) ∥w∥1 . (38)

Assuming β ≤ α − |qβ | /2L ∥w∥1, we have the guarantee min∇qβ ≤ 0, which implies that the minimum of
QrQtl is to the right of qβ . The second case β ≥ α + |qβ | /2L ∥w∥1 is dealt with similarly, by studying
max∇qβ .

C.4 The quadratically regularized deviation QrDev

We now propose a Lipschitz-resilient measure of standard deviation, which we call the Quadratically Reg-
ularized Deviation, or QrDev. We essentially define it as a QrQtl of the deviation to QrMed. More
specifically, given the quadratically regularized median m ≜ QrMedL(w, x,∆) and a default deviation
∆default, QrDev is computed by

QrDevα,L,∆default
(w, x,∆) ≜ ∆default +QrQtlα,L (wn, |xn −m| −∆default,∆n | n ∈ N) . (39)

Note that, rather than a measure of deviation within the values of xn, QrDev should rather be regarded
as a deviation between these values and QrMed. It may also be understood as a measure of polarization.
More precisely, it would take large values if most contributors disagree with the quadratically regularized
median.

Proposition 10. QrDevα,L,∆default
is (2L+ |1− 2α|L)-Lipschitz resilient.

Proof. Essentially, the proposition results from the Lipschitz resilience of QrMed and QrQtl, and the
1-Lipchitz continuity of QrQtl with respect to a translation of its second inputs. Let w,w′ ∈ RN

+ . By

Proposition 5, denoting m ≜ QrMedL(w, x,∆) and m′ ≜ QrMedL(w
′, x,∆), we know that |m−m′| ≤

∥w − w′∥1 /L. Denoting d and d′ the QrDev for w and w′, we have

|d− d′| ≤ |QrQtlα,L(wn, |xn −m| −∆default,∆n)−QrQtlα,L(wn, |xn −m′| −∆default,∆n)|
+ |QrQtlα,L(wn, |xn −m′| −∆default,∆n)−QrQtlα,L(w

′
n, |xn −m′| −∆default,∆n)| (40)

≤ |m−m′|+ (1 + |1− 2α|)L ∥w − w′∥1 ≤ (2 + |1− 2α|)L ∥w − w′∥1 , (41)

which amounts to saying that QrDevL is (2L+ |1− 2α|L)-Byzantine resilient.
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C.5 The quadratically regularized uncertainty

We now leverage QrDev to define a measure of uncertainty on the value of m. To do so, denote Ψm ≜
QrDevL,∆default

(w, x,∆). Then we intuitively define QrUnc as equal to Ψm when few contributors con-
tribute, and as determined by the second derivative of the regularized median when many contributors
contribute. Indeed, when the loss is interpreted as a negative log-posterior of an approximately normal
distribution (at least locally around the maximum-a-posteriori), the second derivative is then the inverse
square of the variance of the posterior. However, to increase Byzantine resilience, we cap the individual
contributions to the second derivative. More precisely, while the second derivative L′′

QrMedL
is given by

L′′
QrMedL

(m|w, x,∆) = L+
∑
n∈N

wn∆
2
n(∆

2
n + (xn −m)2)−3/2, (42)

we consider the capped second derivative L′′,capped
QrMedL

L′′,capped
QrMedW

(m|w, x,∆) ≜
1

L
+
∑
n∈N

wn min
{
L,∆2

n(∆
2
n + (xn −m)2)−3/2

}
, (43)

Now intuitively, Ψm and (L′′,capped
QrMed − (1/L))−1/2 both represent upper bounds on the uncertainty of the

accuracy of the quadratic regularized median. Evidently, if L′′,capped
QrMed = 1/L, then the latter estimate is

infinite and should be ignored. Otherwise, we propose to combine them, by outputting a weighted average
of the two, which assigns larger weight to the smaller of the two.

More formally, we propose to use the smooth minimum LogSumExp (with paramater −1), which is
given by

LogSumExp(x, y) ≜ max
{
0,− log

(
e−x + e−y

)}
. (44)

The quadratically regularized uncertainty is then derived by

QrUncL,∆default
(w, x,∆) ≜ LogSumExp

(
Ψm, (L′′,capped

QrMed − 1/L)−1/2
)

(45)

We will be using this operator to measure the uncertainties on the objects we estimate.
We acknowledge however that QrUnc is less well-founded than other robust estimators so far. Future

research should investigate how to better and more robustly estimate score uncertainty, and should aim to
derive security guarantees for the constructed estimators.

D Mehestan’s algorithms

This section details the algorithms used by Mehestan.

D.1 Collaborative preference scaling for scaling-calibration contributors

For any contributor n ∈ N , define the set of clearly ordered pairs of alternatives by n, by

AB∗
n ≜ {(a, b) ∈ ABn | |θrawna − θrawnb | ≥ 2∆θrawna + 2∆θrawnb } . (46)

We then say that two contributors n and m are comparable, if and only if, there exists at least one pair
of alternatives that both scored sufficiently differently, i.e. AB∗

n ∩ AB∗
m ̸= ∅. For any two comparable

contributors n and m, each pair (a, b) ∈ AB∗
n ∩ AB∗

m may then serve as an anchor point to appropriately

scale the two contributors’ scores. This leads us to define snmab ≜ |θraw
ma −θraw

mb |
|θraw

na −θraw
nb | . We also compute their

uncertainty with ∆snmab ≜
|θraw

ma −θraw
mb |+∆θraw

ma +∆θraw
mb

|θraw
na −θraw

nb |−∆θraw
na −∆θraw

nb

− snmab.
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Assume AB∗
n ∩AB∗

m ̸= ∅. Now, to mitigate noise, we estimate the relative scaling between two contrib-
utors n and m, using a mean robust estimator. Namely, we consider the quadratically regularized median
and the quadratically regularized uncertainty estimator, which yields

snm ≜ 1 +QrMed1 (1, snmab − 1,∆snmab | (a, b) ∈ AB∗
n ∩AB∗

m) . (47)

∆snm ≜ QrUnc1,1 (1, snmab − 1,∆snmab | (a, b) ∈ AB∗
n ∩AB∗

m) . (48)

Note that these estimates aggregate the influences from a single other contributor m. This is why they only
need robustness against noise, not against malicious nodes. Hence the use of “only” L = 1.

To determine the preference re-scaling of a scaling-calibration contributor n, we leverage the relative
re-scaling with respect to all comparable scaling-calibration contributors, by using the Byzantine-robustified
mean, as

sn ≜ 1 +BrMeanL/8∥θraw
n ∥∞

(
wscaling

m , snm − 1,∆snm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
, (49)

∆sn ≜ QrUncL/8∥θraw
n ∥∞,1

(
wscaling

m , snm − 1,∆snm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
, (50)

whereNscaling
✓,n ≜

{
m ∈ Nscaling

✓

∣∣∣ AB∗
n ∩AB∗

m ̸= ∅
}
is the set of scaling-calibration contributors comparable

to n.
We define similarly the translation normalization τnm of contributor n, compared to contributor m. To

do so, let us first denote Anm ≜ {a ∈ A | ∃b ∈ A, rnab ̸=⊥ and rmab ̸=⊥} the set of alternatives that both
contributors n and m scored. We then define

τnm ≜ QrMed1 (1, smθrawma − snθ
raw
na , sn∆θrawna + sm∆θrawma | a ∈ Anm) , (51)

∆τnm ≜ QrUnc1,1 (1, smθrawma − snθ
raw
na , sn∆θrawna + sm∆θrawma | a ∈ Anm) . (52)

To determine the preference translation of a contributor n, we then leverage the relative translation with
respect to all comparable contributors, by defining

τn ≜ BrMeanL/8

(
wscaling

m , τnm,∆τnm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
(53)

∆τn ≜ QrUncL/8,1

(
wscaling

m , τnm,∆τnm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
. (54)

D.1.1 Scaling-calibration contributors’ normalized scores and score uncertainties

Scaling-calibration contributor n’s scaled score is then given by

θcsna ≜ snθ
raw
na + τn. (55)

We define the uncertainty on the scaled score by

∆θcsna ≜ sn∆θrawna +∆sn |θrawna |+∆τn. (56)

D.2 Scaling of non-scaling-calibration contributors

More precisely, for n ∈ N − Nscaling
✓ and any scaling-calibration contributor m ∈ Nscaling

✓ , define snmab ≜
|θcs

ma−θcs
mb|

|θraw
na −θraw

nb | . Moreover, note that some uncertainty accompanies this estimate, which we estimate by ∆snmab ≜

|θcs
ma−θcs

mb|+∆θcs
ma+∆θcs

mb

|θraw
na −θraw

nb |−∆θraw
na −∆θraw

nb

−snmab. The relative scaling snm and scaling uncertainty ∆snm are then computed

as in Equations (47) and (48). We then fit the scaling of calibration-scaling contributors, by

sn ≜ 1 +QrMed8L∥θraw
n ∥∞

(
wscaling

m , snm − 1,∆snm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
. (57)
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∆sn ≜ QrUnc8L∥θraw
n ∥∞,1

(
wscaling

m , snm − 1,∆snm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
. (58)

Note that we use QrMed rather than BrMean for greater accuracy (see Allouah et al. (2022) for the
motivation behind BrMean).

Similarly, we define τnm and ∆τnm by

τnm ≜ QrMed1 (1, θ
cs
ma − snθ

raw
na , sn∆θrawna +∆θcsma | a ∈ Anm) , (59)

∆τnm ≜ QrUnc1,1 (1, θ
cs
ma − snθ

raw
na , sn∆θrawna +∆θcsma | a ∈ Anm) . (60)

We then robustly aggregate all translation normalizations compared to scaling-calibration contributors, given
by

τn ≜ QrMed8L

(
wscaling

m , τnm,∆τnm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
, (61)

∆τn ≜ QrUnc8L,1

(
wscaling

m , τnm,∆τnm

∣∣∣ m ∈ Nscaling
✓,n

)
. (62)

For theoretical Lipschitz-resilience guarantees, we refer to Allouah et al. (2022). The collaboratively scaled
scores θcsna and uncertainties ∆θcsna are then computed as was done for scaling-calibration contributors, i.e.
θcsna ≜ snθ

raw
na + τn and ∆θcsna ≜ sn∆θrawna +∆snθ

raw
na +∆τn

D.3 Score aggregation

Given the scaled scores θsssna and uncertainties ∆θsssna , the global scores and global score uncertainties are
given by

ρsssa ≜ QrMedL (wna, θ
sss
na ,∆θsssna | n : a ∈ An) . (63)

∆ρsssa ≜ QrUncL,1 (wna, θ
sss
na ,∆θsssna | n : a ∈ An) . (64)

Intuitively, wvote
na min(∆ρsssa , L) estimates the maximal impact a contributor with voting right wvote

n can have
on the global score ρsssa of alternative a. For a more rigorous guarantee, we refer to Allouah et al. (2022).

To also measure polarization, we also compute a Lipschitz-resilient estimator of the deviations between
individual scaled scores from the global scores, which are given by

Ψρsssa ≜ QrDevL,1 (wna, θ
sss
na ,∆θsssna | n : a ∈ An) . (65)

E Selecting the hyperparameters

In this section, we discuss our hyperparameter selection, by analyzing how the hyperparameters affect the
distributions of individual and global squashed scores. In particular, we study how the distributions of the
scores vary, depending on the number of comparisons and of contributors the alternatives received.

Recall that, for Tournesol, the selected hyperparameters are αcontributor
prior ≜ 0.02, qzeroshift ≜ 0.15, qsssdev ≜ 0.9

and L ≜ 0.1. The graphs are all obtained based on Tournesol’s full dataset, which contains private inputs.
Note that similar graphs can be obtained using only Tournesol’s public dataset, which can be downloaded
from Tournesol’s website at https://tournesol.app/#research.

E.1 The prior weight αcontributor
prior

For the relatively large value αcontributor
prior = 0.2 (see bottom left graph of Figure 5, we see that alternatives

can only reach very high and very low scores if they are compared a large number of times. This is typical
of a regularization that is too large. On the other hand, our concern for αcontributor

prior = 0.002 was that the
noise could be too amplified, i.e. a video may already have an extreme score despite being compared only
once.
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Figure 5: Impact of the prior weight αcontributor
prior on the distributions of squashed individual and global scores

E.2 The zero-shifting quantile qzeroshift

The effect of the zero-shifting quantile qzeroshift is clearly visible in Figure 6. Namely, as the quantile qzeroshift

grows (from top to bottom of the figure), the distribution of individual scores is shifted closer to the middle.
We selected the middle value qzeroshift as most individual scores were then around 50, leaving enough room
on the upper end to distinguish top videos, while also marking a clear difference between rated videos on
Tournesol and those that were never rated, thereby enforcing a form of presumption of non-recommendability
for alternatives without evaluation.
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Figure 6: Impact of the zero-shifting quantile qzeroshift on the distributions of squashed individual and global
scores

E.3 The collaboratively scaled individual score deviation quantile qsssdev

As explained the main part of the paper, the distribution of collaboratively scaled scores is very heavy-
tailed. This is clearly evidenced by the top-left graph of Figure 7. Indeed, the median deviation to the
median (which corresponds to qsssdev = 0.5) is significantly smaller than the deviations of many scores, which
implies that, after standardizing, shifting and squashing using qsssdev = 0.5, many individual scores take the
extreme values −100 and 100. We leaned on qsssdev = 0.9, as we deem it reasonable if at most 10% of the
scores take the extreme values −100 and 100. Empirically, we found that such extreme values are rarer,
which makes this value reasonable.
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Figure 7: Impact of the collaboratively scaled individual score deviation quantile qsssdev on the distributions
of squashed individual and global scores

E.4 The Lipschitz resilience L

Lipschitz resilience only really matters when aggregating scores into global scores, which is why we only plot
them in Figure 8. We see that a smaller choice of L implies that videos must be scored by many contributors
to have scores that really deviate from zero. However, we feared that for L = 0.05, only videos score by a
very large number of users can obtain a noteworthy recommendability score. On the other hand, for L = 0.2,
the global scores can already exceed 40 with only 3 contributors.

Note that Tournesol also uses a recommendability threshold, which we set at 20. In other words, Tournesol
will not recommend any video whose global score is below this threshold. Interestingly, given that each
contributor n can directly influence the global scores ρsss only by Lwn, since the voting rights are always
at most unit (wn ≤ 1), and since the displayed scores are squashed, for L = 0.1, the maximal score of a
video with two contributors is 100 2L√

1+(2L)2
≈ 19.6 < 20. Put differently, at least three contributors must

be involved to make a content recommendable on Tournesol. Evidently, Tournesol may modify the security
hyperparameter L as the platform gains in importance.
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Figure 8: Impact of the Lipschitz resilience L on the distributions of squashed individual and global scores

F Open research challenges

In this section, we briefly list research venues which we believe to be important for any secure and collabo-
rative algorithmic governance system design.

F.0.1 Accounting for direct assessments

Users issue preferences between alternatives, which are converted into individual scores via the generalized
Bradley-Terry model. We also want to make it possible to express assessments (likes or dislikes on the
alternatives) which will be taken into account in the estimation of the scores. This presupposes adapting
the BT type models to these new data, what we plan for future work.

F.0.2 Distinguishing instinctive preferences from thoughtful volitions

It has been empirically shown that more reflexive judgments, which are related to what philosophers some-
times call volitions Adams and Mele (1992); Zhu (2004), lead to statistically different judgments. Some
studies even find that they seem more inclusive to outgroup members Agan et al. (2023). As initiated
by Lechiakh and Maurer (2023), it would be worthwhile to construct algorithms capable of making such a
distinction, by learning systematic bias between judgments provided with more or less thought. In particular,
the Tournesol dataset contains both judgments made only along the main criterion, as well as judgments
made while considering all criteria, which area likely to be more thoughtful. Future work should investigate
whether this can be leveraged.

F.0.3 Enabling liquid democracy

One of the key limitations of the platform, is that most humans are not very active on it. To increase
(indirect) participation, liquid democracy was proposed Carroll (1884); Ramos (2015); Halpern et al. (2023),
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where each voter can delegate their vote to any other voter of their choice. A platform like Tournesol seems
like a promising venue to further develop, deploy and test such principles, and to adjust them to security
and undesirable group dynamic concerns.

Leveraging (vouched) expertise

Future work should investigate how to certify and leverage contributors’ expertise, e.g. based on the topic
of a content and the quality criterion under consideration. In particular, it would be worth partnering
with institutions like Amnesty or the IPCC, e.g., to know their members’ top content recommendations. A
peer-to-peer and institution-to-peer vouching system may be a promising approach for certification.

Online updates

Our algorithms are unfortunately slow to run. On Tournesol, they require 40 minutes of computation.
This means that they cannot be run whenever a contributors enters a comparison, which prevents near-
instantaneous feedbacks. Heuristics have yet to be designed to allow this, which is arguably a key component
for interpretability. Moreover, the guarantees of such heuristics would need to be analyzed.

Distributed computing

Future work should also aim to distribute the computational workload, e.g. by asking contributors to
perform operations on their machines. Moreover, distributed computing could allow distributed verifiability,
i.e. contributors would no longer have to trust that a central server (like Tournesol’s) correctly runs our
algorithms.

Active learning

Tournesol mostly relies on contributors to select which alternatives to compare. Future work should investi-
gate active learning algorithms to best help contributors to effortlessly provide highly information-valuable
comparisons. Keeping contributors motivated is particularly important and challenging.

Robust raw score generalization.

For security reasons, contributors currently only influence the score of the alternatives they explicitly com-
pared. Using machine learning, contributors’ scores could be generalized, to essentially guess how a given
contributor would have likely scored the alternatives that they did not explicitly compare, and to take this
into account to compute global scores.

Byzantine collaborative filtering.

Another approach to score generalize relies on collaborative filtering. However, collaborative filtering has
little security guarantees. Future research should investigate the design of Byzantine-resilient collaborative
filtering algorithms.

Bayesian voting.

Unfortunately, we suspect large biases in the population of contributors. To correct these biases, a promising
approach would consist of predicting what non-participating humans would have likely voted, e.g. based
on what similar contributors have voted. Intuitively, this would amount to assigning more voting rights to
contributors who represent large under-represented populations. This raises serious security concerns though,
as malicious contributors would be incentivize to claim to be from such under-represented populations to
increase their voting rights.
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Measuring Tournesol’s impact.

Since Tournesol’s end goal is to improve information prioritization, it is important to determine the extent
to which the daily use of Tournesol modifies users’ content consumption habits. Experiments should be
conducted to do so.

Aligned language models.

Tournesol essentially collaboratively labels which content is desirable to repeat. This could be used to train
language models that are more aligned with human preferences.

Provide end-to-end guarantees

We did not provide end-to-end security guarantees. Doing so without sacrificing accuracy is another of the
many exciting future works. But as a result, we expect Tournesol’s algorithms to be regularly updated in
the coming years. Nevertheless, we believe that much of the pipeline structure presented in the paper will
remain relevant, both for Tournesol and other large-scale secure participatory projects.
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